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DESIGN OF A 20 MJ SUPERCONOUCTING OHMIC-HLATING COIL*
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Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh,, PA. 15235

J, D. Rogers and P. Thullen,
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, N.M. 87544

Swlllli,rl..-—-

Conceptual designs of 20-MJ superconducting coils
which were developed to demonstrate the feasibility of
an ohmic-heating system dre discussed. The supercon-
ductor materials were NbTi and Nb3Sn for the pool boil
and forced-flow cooling, respectively. The coils were
designed to be cryostable for bipolar operation from
+7 to -7 tesla maximum field within one second. The
structural design addresses the distribution of struc-
ture and str’jctural traterials used in the pulsed field
environment. The cyclic stresses anticipated and the
fatigue limits of i+e structural materials were exam-
ined in view of the operating life cf the coil. The
coils were designed to generate the flux swings while
simult.aileously meeting the limitations imposed by
cooling, insulation, current density and the stresses
in th? materials. Both the ponl and forced cooled
conductors have the same criteri,m for cryostability,
i.e., the conductor must return to the superconducting
state from an initial temperature of 20K while the
full transpori current is flowing through the
conductor.

Introduction

A full-scale Tokamak reactor will require considerable
development of various components before they can he
viable. Among the components to be developed are
those for the poloidal field systems. Studies of the
To~amak poloidal field systems requirements have been
in progress at LASL (Los Alamos Scientific laboratory)
for several years. The principal functi(ns of the
poloidal field coil system in a Tokamak are to hold
the plasma in proper position and to supply the ini-
tial plasma heating, The renditions which will be
imposed upon the ohmic-heating coils will be very
demanding, particularly the central solenoid. These
coils must be operated in the bipolar mode, undergoing
a complete field and current reversal, and are in the
maximum field to be experienced by a winding. The
current swing requirement is made somewhat difficult
by the eddy current loss due to the changing magnetic
field.

This paper presents the re~tilt$ of a study(l) per-
formed by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation in
1978 for LASL to demonstrate the feasibilities of a
superconducting ohmic-heating coil. Since the comple-
tion of the study the Westinghouse Electric Corpor-
ation has been involved With the detail design and
analysis of a 20-MJ superconducting ohmic-heating coil
for 1.ASL under a separate cor,tract, The results of
the detailed design phase of the program will be
reported later.

Design Requirements

The specified magn~t Performance ents andrequi[f~.
operating environment are summarized below
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Energy storage of 20 MJ

Both immersion cooled and force flow cooled coils

lbTi or Nb3Sn superconductors

Bipolar operation from +7 tesla to -7 tesla maximum
fields

Bipolar, half cycle sinusoidal operation from full
positive field to full negative field within 1
second

Oischarge into a resistive load for a 0.5 secor,d e-
foldlng time

Hold time between field reversal to range
seconds to 100 seconds at full field

Cryostable coil, coil is not to go norms’
operation simulating above conditions

50 kA conductor current

Current source and transfer power supplies.-

rom 10

during

will be
a lZ-DhdS!?, 62 kA solid state power supply; and a
20 M:, 2 kV, 62 kA 0.5 second discharge homopolar
machine.

The development of the conceptual designs have been an
iterative process of design, evaluation and modifica-
tion, resulting in concepts thet meets all the operat-
ing requir~,ments. The stored energy requirement,
operating current density and the desire for a fully
ventilated coil resulted in a multilayer helically
wound coil design, The selection of this design con-
cept was influenced by t e unique success of the
Westinghouse 300 kJ coil(2 tes ed at LASL when sub-

‘fjetted to an ohmic-heatinq cycle 3).

Four conductors were designed for potential applica-
tion in a pool-cooled ohmic-heating (OH) coil, Two
superconducting materials were considered:
Nb3Sn.

NbTi and
For eacn material a cabled conductor with 504

(Y
strands such as the one i J strated in Figur+ 1 and a
lattice braided conductor with 503 strands sucl, as
the one shuwn in Fl~!dre 2 were considered. All con-
ductors were designed to be cryostable, i.e., the heat
generation rate when all of the current is in the sta-
bilization material Is less than the heat removal
rate. The heat removal rate, or recovery heat flux,

●Work supported by University of California,
Los Alar~cs Scientific Laboratory, Contract No.
L48-~407C-l
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Table 1 illustrates the results of this analysis for
the four pool-cooled conductors. You wfll note that

the jljc varies from 0.41 to 0.53. This is prln:l-

pally due to the fact thnt the ccnductor diameter, d,
is designed to the nearest 0.001 inch. The thickness
of insulation on each conductor was selected based
upon the maximum tolerable temperature rise which can
be permitted at the operating-current dens+ty. Since
at a gtven field the Nb3Sn conductors are very similar
in opera*.ing characteristics to NbTi conductors but
may cost co~siderably more to manufacture, conductors
3 and 4 are regarded economir.a’ly infeasible.

Table 1
50 kA Pool Cooled Conductor
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Strand Lattice Braid Conductor
Th~ technical and economically viable Iloul-cooled ron-

qc, which the p ol-cooled conductors were designed to
2meet is 0.2 W/c . The capper to non-copper ratio and

the strand diameter were selected to give an operat-
ing-current-density to critical-current-density ratio,
J/J,, approximately equal to 0.5 and an overall con-
duc~or current, I, equal

The strand diameter, d,
ratio, are determined

ic❑ T&4-J

to 50,000 A.

and the copper to non-copper
by simultaneous solution of

(1)

(2)

.s
()where n is the number of strands and ~ is

t

the fraction of total surface area available for heat
transfer. For an uncompacted cabled conductor

ductors which remain are c~nductork”l and 2. The
cabled conductors cm be manufactured us+ng cdbling
techniques already available to the superconductor
industry; however, the lattice braided conductors
require the development of a braiding machine.
Because the lattice braided conductors are vastly
superior to cabled conductors in current density and
porosity characteristics, we have selected the lattice
braided conductors for the ref~rence dejigns.

The goal in the study of forcet-coole,] cwductor
designs for ohmic-heating coils, has been to develop
conductor concepts which have recovery heat fluxes of

0.2 W/cmz or greater, limited aIIly by the manufactur-
ing limitation of 0.001 inch radial build of cmdu,-tor
insulation, Accordingly, SIX 50-kA, forced-cooled
conductors were evolved based upon Equations 1 and 2.
Table 2 summarizes these results.

The two types of forced-cooled conductors are similar
to thos? illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. The lattice
braid is as shown in Figure 2. whereaz, the c~hled
conductor is similar to the cable illustrated in
Figure 1 but the elliptical mandrel has been removed.
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Table 2
50 kA Forced Cooled Conductor Specifications

. The copper stabilizer intrinsic residual resistiv-
ity ratio (RRR) is assumed to be 10

= 17,10 !~ ‘herefore, inzero magnetic field ~cu . - f]-m.

. The CuSn bronze in the Nb3Sn conductor iS assumed
to be 10 times more resistive than Cc wiih an RRR =
100 and independent of magnetic field, therefore,
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~CuSn ‘ 1.7 x 10-9 n-m.

● The filament twist is assumed to be ten times the
strand diameter in all caseq.

Based upon these assumptions, the ac 10SSeS were cal-
cu~atefj for the two reference conductors. Table 3
summarizes these calculations and the reference con-
ductor characteristics. In all cases, the predominant

,,

ac loss is eddy current loss in the copper stabilizer.
This loss can be lowered by using CuNi webbed conduc-
to:. However, since the surface heat flux during the
fiell pulses is between two and fourteen times smaller
than the surface heat flux required for cryostability,
this loss reduction has been ignored at this time. In
the case of the pool-builing conductor cOnCeptS, this
lOSS is siofiificant to the oDeration of maqnet since
it determi~es the amount of Dubbles pres;nt during
operation and the cooling requ~rement. Whereas, in
the forced-cooled conductor concept, this 10SS is mOSt
prct.?bly insignificant with respect to pumping power
reQuirernents IG circulate the helium and pr~vide

Both conductors are sandwiched in a maoner to allow
forced-cooling of the strands.

In general, t,he forcfd-conled cr)ndllctor:.have compar-
~ble or higt?er conductor operating-curr~nt densities
than the pool-cooled conductors listed io Table I.
This is due to the higher recovery heat flux for which
forced-cooled conductors can in principle be designed.
However, one pays for this higher operating-current
density through the pumping power required to circu-
late the helium. Thus., there is an economic trade-off
Of refrigei”ation Cost “/eFsus conductor rest when com-
paring the forced-cooled and pool-cooled conductors.

Two reference conductors were selected from ten carldi-
date conductors and are characterized in Table 3.
lhese conductors were selected based upon operatincJ-

current den~ity, manufacturing limitations and rela-
tive cost comparl~ons.

cryostability.

Table 3
Reference 50 kA Conductor ~bdrdCteriS’
Parameters

ics and Coil

,,,,,

,:,.

,..
:..AC Loss Calculations——— .....——

The ac losses in the ohmic-heating coil conductors
have been c~lculated assuming a nonoptimized supercon-
ductor zonfiguratiorl. For the purpose of this analy-
sis, the following assumptions were mdde about the
conductor configuration:

,.,’,,:.
,.

In the NbTi conductors, I.he supercon~ucting fila-
ments were assumed to be 10 microns in diameter
which is typical of the bresent state-of-the-art.

In the Nb3Sn conductors, the superconducting fila-

ments are assumed to be annular with an outside
dia~eter of 3.5 microns and an inside diameter of
1.5 rn;crons, which is again, typical of the present
state-of-the-art,

The filament bundle in the NbTi conductors is
assumed to have a copper-to-NbTi ratio of one to
one.

The filament bundle in the NbqSn conductors is

e

o

8

0

structuralDesl~

The structural design must consider
factors:

the following

assumed to contain
per and 3 wt% Sn
filaments. The
superconductor in
three to ont?.

a tantalum web-, a matrix of co2-
in addition tc the Nb3>n and Nb
ratio of nonsupprconductor-to-
this region i; asslJmcd to be

e Restraint of electromagnetic forces

e Conductor motion

e Conductor cooling
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The structural design for both coils is b~sed on the

300 kJ ceil(2) that has hew’! successfully te ted at
3LASL when subjected to an ohm;c-heating c,vcle(3 . The

pulsed operating cycle requires minimization of elec-
trically conducting structures to minimize eddy cur-
rent losses during the operating cycle. For this rea-
son fiber reinforced composites were used wherever
possible in the COil structure.

The structure design was developed using the following
design codes:

The maximum strain in the Vbli superconductor
should be limited to 0.2%.

The maximum strain in the Pb3Sn superconductor

should oe limited to 0.1%.

The primary stress intenSity in the structme
should be less than two-thirds material yield
stress or 40% of ultimate stress whichever is less.

The maximum stress theory will be used for compos-
ite structures.

The design concept fm the coil is shown in Figure 3.
The design, using forced convection cooling, differs
from the pool-boil design in that the bubble migration
and cooling channels are eliminated and the helium
coolant is forced through the conductor itself. Both
concepts use teeth to support axial forces and stain-
less steel bands for radial support. The axial and
radial forces vary within the coil cross section. The
structural desiqn considers three areas: the tooth
thickness, t+, ‘the banding thickness, “ “
fcrmer thickn~ss tf.

lB ana tne

r’”:’8A””

p
L.

G ;04WIA, ST”llC, ”m

~RcvLA. coli ?Oimw,

*7c SLA

5M
‘t =3- (3)

2
~ . .W!where

s= design str~ss
M= moment

The tooth width can be decreased from its maximum
value at the coil ends toward thk center as the axial
force decreases. This st’’uctural grading can be
accomplished continuously or in discreet steps.
Either method would require a change in winding pitch
as the teeth thicknesses were decreased. Although
this is possible from a manufacturing standpoint, it
wo~ld be expevsive. For this reason the tooth width
was held constant at, the maximum thickness required to
support the maximum axial force.

6andi~hirkness.— ——

The banding thickness, tg, can also be varied due to
the variation of radial forces. The conceDt uses an
overwind of metal banding on the conductor outside
sursace. The thickness will be varied to ~imit the
strain in the conductor to prevent degradation of its
current carrying capacity. The band wili he fa>tered
at each end of each layer. This will e~-e tension
to be de\,.elopedwithin the band without p. vialing cir-
cumferential electrical conductivity which would
result in significant electrical losses during pulsed
operation. The membrane stress ir the band is given

by
PRS=F (4)

or . PR
‘B ~“

Former Thickness-— ——

The former thickness, tf, is sized to achieve the
require pre-;tress during r,ooldown to mlnir.ize conduc-
tor motion. When the coil is energized, the comprt?s-
sion is relieved as the magn.,tic force in the ronduc-
tor increases. This results in a relatively constant
tension in the banding until the magnetic folces
exceed the pre-load forces. This concept was used
successfully in the 300 kJ coil using the following
techniaue.

Since both the initial and final (derormeG) positions
will be coincident, the total radial deflection (due
to thermal contraction and stress) will h,? @qual for
the co(,d~~tcr ar,d the coil former:

Figure 3 20 MJ Conceptual Design

where

‘tR=RaAT +-7
(

=R a AT+;
)

(C,\

cond fc))mer

Tooth Thickness

The tooth thickness was calculated based on a canti-
‘Iever beam with uniform loading, w, in the axial
direction. The axial spacers or tape can provide sup-
port at the tooth tip; however, it was assumed this
could not be reliably achieved in manufacture. The
tooth thickness, tt, is given by

R=

“.

t.

~t .

E=

radius comnon to conductor and former (in.)

thermal contraction coefficient (in/in ‘F)

temperature change (negative, ‘F)

hoop te~,sile stress (psi)

elastic modulus (psi)
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Also, it can be shown from a force-balance, that the
tensile force in the COnduCtOr (A x ‘t)cond must be
equal and opposite to that in the coil former, for
equilibrium, so that (bsing subscripts “1” for the
$onductor and “2” for the former):

= -A2 0 /A1 (6)
tl t2

Equations 5 and 6 may be combined to show:

(7)

(al - ‘2)AT (8)
ot2 .

~-X A2/(AIEl))

As seen, the pre-stress in. both the band and former
are dependent upon the physical and mechanical proper-
ties of the two sub-assemblies. The technique assumes
an infinitely rig+l conductor as was the case in the
300 kJ analysis. he analysis techrrique can be modi-
fied to include the conductor flexibility when avail-
able. The co~cept also assumed that each layer acts
independently. The former thickness, tf, can be

structurally graded for each layer; however, for this
conceptual study, a ccnstant thickness was chosen for
every layer to achieve a uniform currerlt distribution
in the coil cross section.

Using the design criterion <pecified above, the tooth
thickness, t+, was calculated at 0.71 inches. The
maximum bend{ng stress was 5600 psi (40% of 14,000)
assuming an axial alignment of fibers. This calcula-
tio~ does @ include the reinforcement at the tooth
root provided by the conductor shape. The shpar
stress was calculated as 912 psi, which is - of che
allowable interlaminar shear strength. The tooth

thickness, tt. can be reduced further if a radial
fiber orientation could be achieved in the tooth.
However, the larger tooth was used in the interest of
conservative design.

The radial strain for the des~gn was limited to 0.2%
resulting in a hoop stress in the stainless steel band
of 28,400 psi . The variation of banding thickness
with radius to achieve this strain is shown in Figure
4. Usir,g this banding thickness and a fcrmer thick-
ness of 0.42, the banding pre-stress due to cooldown
was calculated and the results are shown in Figure 4.

035

1-120

<

60

50
17)z

30

000 -_L_A——l ,0

0 s lC 15 m 25 30

COIL RADIUS. IN.

Figure 4 Variation ot’Band Thickness and Banding
Stress with Radius

Calculation of the pre-stre!,s using this variation o!
banding width indicated that the proper pre-stress to
prevent conductor motion could not be achieved. The
pee-stress induced during cooldown was iess than that
achieved upon coil energization raising the possibil-
ity of gaDs developing between the conductor and for-
mer or between the cmductor and banding. To elimi-
nate this possibility the banding thickness was
changed to the corrected curve also shown on Figure 4.

The banding stress due to magnetic forces and cooldown
pre-stress are shown in Figure 4 as a function of
radius. A good match between the two values was
achieved over the entire radius thus providing a coil
with minimal layer-to-layer motion while preventing
the formation of undesirable gaps in the conductor
support.

The axial StrUCtlJreS are bonded to the formers using
polyurethane adhesion because polyurethane adhesives

!?
are h mo t appropriate for use at cryrgenic tempera-
ture 1 ‘(5!. This is so because they share the least
embrittlement at very low temperatures compared to
other classes of adhesives. They can be cured at room
temperatures and do not peed much pressure during
cure.

Cool@own Stresses———

An analysis was performed to estimate the stresses
that are developed during cooldown. The analysis was
based on the assumption that the coil will be cooled
to near 77K using liquid nitrogen. The potential for
high stress exists due to differentially cooling
portions of the winding. The cooldown stresses have
been evaluate+ for three major assemblies:

● The coil tie studs

o The coil formers and banding

. The composite support tube

The stress,~s in the tie studs were calculated based on
the assumption that the coil was at 300K ~nd the studs
at 77K. The tensile stress induced in the jtuds is
6/00 psi which is well below the allowable stress of
22,000 psi (40% of 55,000 psi) for this material.

The stress induced in the banding and former was cal-
culated based on the t+ermal shrink fit ar,alv,is. It
was assumed that the banding was cooled t~ 77K with
the former maintained at 300K.

The maximum stresses for the design were 75,400 psi
for the banding and -33,700 psi fcr tbe former. Using
this very conservative assumption, all stresses are
below tle material yield st!ess thus preventing any
relaxation in the coil structure that could produce
gaps during operation.

Ths stress in the 3 in. thick composite support tube
were calcul ted using the technique developed fcr the
300 kJcoilP2).

Acros~ an Inner cylinder maximum thickness of 3.0 in.,
the temperature difference would be 84K (3L9F), For a
linear temperature Profile, the Imaximum thermal stress
at the turface is u = E .T/2. Using material pro-
perties in the plane of the filaments the computed
thermal stress is much less than the desigr strength
of the composite material.

-5-



Cyclic S+.resse~

The pulse cycle of 10 to 100 sec. requires 3.14 x 105
to 3.14 x 106 cycles per year of continuous operation.
For a 20 year life-time this would require a fatigue
life of 6.28 x 106 to 6.28 x 107 total cycles. The
c601down and warmup cycles, it is anticipated, would
be in the range of 1000 cycles, based on one cycle per
week for twenty years.

In considering the cyclic stresses three areas must be
evaluated.

o Stainless steel banding

● Coil formers

● Axial structure

The staifiless steel banding and coil former> are sub-
jected to similar cyclic loads. During cooldown, the
band stress increases from near zero to itc maximum
tensile value. The coil former stress increases from
near zero to its maximum compressive stress. The
stresses in banding are fairly uniform during pulsed
operation because of the pre-stressed design concept
was used. The stress in the coil former will decrease

the pre-load is dissipated by the magnetic
;;rces. A Goodman diagram for cold rolled 304
stainless steel bar is shown on Figure 5 based on
material properties of Reference 7. The mean stress
intercept is taken as the rr.atwial ’s ultimate
strength.

‘he ‘aximum ‘~ti. ‘:s:h::o~:rod::::stress was taken at 0.5 Se
cooldown, the mean and range stress are iden~ical at
30 ksi. This is Point A on Figure 5 well within
acceptable range for 1000 cycles. Ouring pulsed
operation, the maximum mean stress in the banding will
be of the order of 60 k;ic The a’lowable rdnge stress
for a fatigue life of 107 cycles is shown as Point B
on Figure 5, 40 ksi or a maximum hand tensile stress
of 100 ksi. The 60 ksi pre-load stress due to
cooldown will not be exceeded, there, ore the bdnding
will withstand 107 cycles of ~ulse operation.

100

o

e

\~7
0.6 s,

COLDFIOLLED304 SST

1000-

0.5s,

B
\

A~

>ln7- Sw

0 So 100 1s0 200 250
MEANSTRESS,KSI

Figure 5 Goodman Oiagram for SST Fanding

The fatigue properties of the KEVLAP omposIie are not
known at liquid helium temperature.; however, mOSt
composite material properties remain the same or
Tmprove as the temperature is lowered. The max<mum
stress in the KEVLAR former is 17.7 ksi developed dur-
ing cooldown. As the coil is energized, this value
will decrease to near zero due to the action of the
magnetic forces. The tensile fatigue properties cf
KEVLAR are excellent. In tensile-tensile fatigue
tests, a fatigue life f 107 cycles can be achieved at
~~ of ultimate stress~7). This factor was applied to
the compressive ultimate stress at room temperature to
establish an endurance limit.

The maximum cyclic stress in the coil former for the
two designs were plotted on a Goodman diagram to
determine the factor of safety. The results are shown
in Figure 6. For the coil the factor of safety on the
room temperature endurance limit is 2.5 based on 70%
of the material ultimate strength. The total safety
factor based on published data is 3.57. The maximum

stresses in the coil former are withil; the design cri-
t?rion of 40% of ultimate strength based on room tem-
perature properties. This maximum stress is higher
than the design objective for the structural design
assu’,lingroom temperature propccties.

20

18

le
G
% 14

j 12

g 10

:8

:6
4
U4

2

0

0 10 20 30

MEANSTRESS,KSI

Figure 6 Goodman Diagram for KEVLAR

Some c!ata are available indicating that

40

Formers

;he compres-
sive strength of KEVLAR is higher-at 4.2K(6). There-
fore the m-terial Properties should be tested at 4.2K
prior to commitment of a final de<iqn.

The stresses on tl,e axial structure occur only during
pulsing, The bendir!g stresses were limited to 40% of
the transverse strength. This criterion wiis used on
the 300 kJ coil. “This assumes that the bending an,l
shear stress is supported tIy +,le com~;oslte matrix.
This represents a cons(,rvative .pproach since r~di~l
fiber orientation would ~ignificantly increace the
bending Strengt’1 of the teeth. The Icngitudindl
fatigue strength cf epoxy fiberglass r m osites l’ange

fffrom ?3 to 45 ksi at 107 cycles at 4.2K 8 . The tran-
sverse fatigue properties of composites i’ not known
at 4.2K. prior fJ commitment of a final design, the
transverse fatigue strergth of “he composit~ shuuld be
establ:sl,ed. If the fd”iglle strength is insufficient,
the JXidl structure should be modified for radial
fiber orier,tation.
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Conclusions

The design demonstrates the fea,;bility of the .>hn!ic-
heating coil. The structural analysis show~ that
enough structure is provided to withstand tne Lorenz
force and the design concept minimizes the conductor
nwtion during coil energizaticm. The overall coil
design meets or exceefls all the perfcrmnce require-
ments. The reliability and manufacturability of the
coil has been demonstrated on the kiest.ioghnuse 300 kJ
coil. At the present time the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation is involved with the detailed design i-d
analysis of ‘..he20 MJ superconducting ohmic-~eatl-,~
coil; incorporating a different set cf
cations. The results of the detailed
this p,-ograx will be reported later.
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